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The Monch in Winter

(Plates 44-46)

I t was December 1976. We were heading for the Swiss Alps for some
winter a1pinism. I did have some experience of this rather Spartan and

esoteric branch of mountaineering, having in recent winters made ascents
of the North Faces of the Plan and Les Courtes. Nevertheless, I drove across
northern France with some trepidation. Beside me sat Dick Renshaw. He
had under his belt, from the previous winter, ascents of the North Faces of
the Lauterbrunnen Breithorn and, this was the bit that gave me the shivers,
the Eiger. Short in stature and in words, Dick would not be taken for a
leading mountaineer by the casual observer. But underneath his modest
manner was a quiet strength and determination coupled with mature
survival instincts. I could not have been with a better man.

Having done the Eiger twice, fIrst in summer and then winter, Dick had
had his share of that route, so I would be spared that. But the Oberland has
an abundance of serious mixed faces, so I was not destined to get off lightly;
we were spoilt for choice. After thinking about the Finsteraarhorn and the
Fiescherwand, we opted for the M6nch's North-West Face. This was more
accessible than the others, and also boasted an as yet unclimbed line up the
centre of the face. Toni Hiebeler, who made the fIrst winter ascent of the
Eiger, had had a brush with it, I think in summer, and had pointed it out as
one of the Alpine 'last great problems'. I think he had been repulsed by
stonefall. I had a good view of the line during a summer ascent of the
Nollen ridge in 1973. It appeared to be a fme line, and a suitable choice for
winter, when the cold almost completely eliminates stonefall, which would
be a major problem here in summer.

If the route were done today, it would likely be by some super-fit party
climbing lightweight, and either completing it in a single day, or continuing
through the night. This sort of tactic enables one to dispense with the
debilitating weight of full bivouac gear. But we were neither fit nor confident
enough, so we opted for more traditional big-sack tactics. We took four
days' worth of food and fuel, and big sleeping bags.

The weather was perfect as we set off from Lauterbrunnen. The train to
Eigergletscher station made the walk up more bearable, but in spite of using
snowshoes, we were still floundering through the deep snow as we staggered
up to the Guggi hut. We started in the night, and swam on up into the
glacier bowl below the foot of our face. We started the actual route just
before midday.
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44. Dick Renshaw on the upper part of the NW Face of the M6nch,
during the third day of the climb. (Dave Wilkinson) (p 178)
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The upper half of the North-West Face of the M6nch is composed of
warm, red-brown gneiss. The formation is also a welcoming one, with
alternating ribs and couloirs, ideal for winter climbing. Not so the lower
half. This is made of the same material as its more famous neighbour:
compact limestone offering little in the way of holds or belays. Two bands
of this unfriendly rock were separated by a broad snow terrace. This at
least gave us hope of a bivouac site after our late start. These two bands
were cut by a central couloir line which showed the way. But on reaching
the actual foot of the face, the couloir seemed a lot less definite, and we had
to pick our own way up the thinly-iced limestone.

The first pitch sticks sharply in my mind twenty-five years on. The couloir
line started as a left-facing groove with a left lean. This meant no ice, just
snow-dusted slabby rock. But ice had formed in modest amounts further
left, formed by the drainage from the upper gully. I set off boldly up this ice
and soon came to regret my boldness. The ice was thick enough to climb
but not to protect and the rock offered nothing better.

These were early days in the front-point revolution in ice climbing, and
step-cutting was only just a thing of the past. I was using Terrordactyls, the
only properly inclined picks then available. For pure steep good-quality
ice, they have yet to be bettered by more recent tools. But they did have
snags, one of which were the very short picks. This led to bashed knuckles.
In later years I learnt to combat this with foam pads inside my mittens, but
on this route I suffered badly. I still have a deformed knuckle to show for it.

On pitch one, I had a heart-stopping moment as a small plate of ice
detached under my crampon, and only my Terrors saved me. This did not
encourage knuckle-health by cautious pick placement. Progress was hard
work, and I cursed us for carrying so much. After a full run-out of scary
going, I reached a stance - of sorts. A small bay enabled me to kick a
footing in snow that did not slide off immediately. I began the hunt for
belays. It took me over half an hour not to succeed. All I managed was a
thin blade peg hammered in one inch and tied-off, an ice screw in a similar
distance, and a small nut in a shallow flared crack pivoting on two corners.
Dick came up and led on. Worry gnawed at my heart. Progress was essential,
retreat unthinkable. We had nothing to abseil from, and the sun was sinking.
Dick was not to be rushed, and led the pitch with his usual unhurried calm.
A right traverse led to steeper but thicker ice and an easier pitch then took
us to the first terrace as dusk fell.

We were ready for a rest and the long winter night would give us plenty.
We spent the first two hours preparing for it by kicking a commodious
platform in the snow at the terrace's top edge, with enough space for two to
lie down fully, and reassuring rock belays to suspend all gear and selves.
We snuggled into our sleeping bags, relaxed with plenty of drinks, and
cooked a generous meal. I was now glad we had carried so much.

We woke before dawn, but had a slow breakfast. Setting off from such a
bivouac in the dark risks dropping something and this offers a good excuse



45. Dave Wilkinson starting the first pitch of the NW Face of the M6nch. (Dick Renshaw) (p178)
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for sloth. The second day's climbing was on even steeper ice, but the gully
was better defined, the ice was thicker and the belays better. We resorted to
sack-hauling on the third and hardest pitch of the day. The first day's fear
and dread had now diminished. We were fully committed, and progress
was more secure. We took a similar luxury bivouac on another snow terrace,
above the second limestone band.

From here, a snow couloir slants leftwards under the upper rib of Hans
Lauper's 1921 North Face rib route, to emerge on the North-East Ridge
some way left of the mountain's summit. Our confidence had now grown
sufficiently to declirre that easy option. Instead, for our third day on the
face, we took a more direct lirre up mixed couloirs between gneiss ribs.
This gave short rock steps, but mostly ice of an easy 50° angle but hard
texture. After several hours of this, the sun sank once more. The rock glowed
orange in the feeble evening light, and plumes of powder snow blew off the
summit ridge above, a scene of elemental savage beauty. Dick suggested
another bivouac. I looked across to the Eiger's summit which is only 130
metres lower than the M6nch. Surely, it was now below us, or were my
eyes deceived by wishful thinkingTAhead, the mixed ground stretched
enigmatically up to the summit ridge. Was it thirty metres or three hundred?
There was no way of knowing. After a brief discussion, my optimism
deferred to Dick's realism; he pointed out that these distances are usually
farther than one hopefully imagines. We took a much less comfortable
bivouac on a small slopirrg 'backsides only' ledge.

After many hours of discomfort, we contirrued irr the morning. Ironically,
a sirrgle short pitch brought us out on the ridge very close to the summit,
where we could have had another spacious night had we continued. The
descent was easy and relaxed to the Jungfraujoch, from where we treated
ourselves to a comfortable but expensive train ride back to the valley. We
returned to stay at the Naturfreundhaus at Stechelburg, where we spent a
riotous New Year celebration with a team of jovial Dutch skiers, and
reinforcements of newly-arrived British climbers, includirrg Alex MacIntyre
and Nick Colton, fresh from their ascent of the Boivirr-Gabarrou route on
Les Droites. Amid this relaxirrg scene, our minds and bodies soon recovered
from the strairr and fear, but the memories do not fade. I have not heard of
any repeat ascent.

Summary
M6nch North-West Face Direct, ED2. R Renshaw and D Wilkinson.
23-26 December 1976.



46. Dave Wilkinson on the upper part of the face, third day of the climb. (Dick Renshaw) (p 178)
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